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China develops high-speed unmanned sea vessel for submarine detection 

 

The 10.25-meter-long "SeaFly-01" vessel completed a test at Nanhu Lake in Wuhan on October 27, state-run People's 
Liberation Army (PLA) Daily reported. Photo : YouTube Screenshot 

China has developed a high-speed, intelligent unmanned sea vessel which can be used for a host of applications 
including submarine detection. The 10.25-meter-long “SeaFly-01” vessel completed a test at Nanhu Lake in Wuhan on 
October 27, state-run People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Daily reported. The vessel has a maximum speed of 45 knots. It 
was built with carbon fibre material and is equipped with BeiDou communication navigation technology, it said. It is 
able to “learn” independently and avoid obstacles, among other functions, the report said. 

The vessel is able to carry a photoelectric scout device, light weapons, sonar and other equipment, and can be used in 
a wide range of applications including coastal patrol, armed confrontation, submarine detection and water-quality 
monitoring, it added. Source : The Indian Express 

Additional Report on SeaFly-01 

According to Indian Express, the SeaFly-01 has cutting-edge functions and capabilities including learning independently 
and avoiding obstacles, to name a few. Tech n Zone reported it will have a stealth technology that will not be 
traceable to radars. Aside from submarine detection, the vessel also offers several other applications such as coastal 
patrol, armed confrontation, and water quality monitoring. It could also carry photoelectric scout device, light 
weapons, sonar and other equipment, according to NDTV. 

"All the core equipment was developed by us, and the localization rate is 100 percent," Liu Fei, a technician from 
Sifang, the vessel's developer, told People's Daily China. While the country has developed its highly advanced 
unmanned sea vessel, it also introduced its deadliest unmanned combat aircraft called the Caihong 5 (CH-5) during the 
recent International Aviation and Aerial Space Exhibition in Zhuhai, China. 

The killer drone could carry out spying and bombing missions for 24 hours without refueling within a range of 15,000 
miles. It could carry smart bombs, missiles, and radar jammers. It is also capable of carrying airborne early warning 
systems and could conduct a joint strike with its predecessors, CH-3 and CH-4. The SeaFly-01, which is made of 
carbon fiber material, is 10.25 meters long and has a maximum speed of up to 45 knots. It is also equipped with the 
BeiDou communication navigation technology, a satellite system independently developed by China. Source : China 
Topix 

HMAS Melbourne tests Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile 

Royal Australian Navy’s Adelaide-class guided-missile frigate HMAS Melbourne (FFG 05) successfully launched an 
Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile (ESSM) in a test off the east coast of Australia. The navy shared a video of the event and 



added that the missile firing was the first conducted in Automatic Self Defence (ASD) mode from one of three guided 
missile frigates (FFG) still in service. “This (ASD mode) involves taking the human operator out of the loop in order to 
achieve a faster engagement,” HMAS Melbourne’s air warfare officer Lt Rhys Ryan said. 

The test was conducted as part of HMAS Melbourne’s three week sea qualification trials following a period of dry 
docking and maintenance which the frigate had been undergoing for much of the year after returning from a Middle 
East deployment in February. The ESSM is a short range, self defence weapon, optimized for anti-ship missile 
defense. It was developed by the U.S. Navy and nine of the other 11-member nations of the NATO SEASPARROW 
Consortium. Members of the Consortium include Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Netherlands, 
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Turkey and the United States. Source : Naval Today 

This article came with a video of the firing. I think it was a firing earlier this year but the video has only 
been released recently. 

First Picture of China's New YJ-12A Anti-Ship Missile During Launch 
Revealed 

 

Ahead of Airshow China 2016 last week in Zuhai, the first ever picture showing a YJ-12A new generation surface 
launched anti-ship missile has been released. The YJ-12A is the latest supersonic anti-ship missile of the People's 
Liberation Army Navy (PLAN). It was unveiled for the first time last year during the victory day parade.  

YJ-12A is the surface launched variant of the air launched YJ-12. YJ-12 first picture emerged in 2013. The missile 
appears somewhat similar in design to the Russian Kh-31 air to surface missile or to the US made GQM-163A Coyote 
which is a supersonic sea skimming target. 

Like the missiles mentioned above, the Chinese missile uses ramjet technology: Airbreathing jet engine using the 
engine's forward motion to compress incoming air, without a rotary compressor. It allows missiles to reach very high 
speeds. The YJ-12 (YingJi meaning Eagle Strike) was designed by the Third Academy of the China Aerospace Science 
and Industry Corporation "CASIC" (HiWING Mechanical & Electrical Technology Corporation). It is fitted with liquid-
fuelled ramjet (with a combined booster and combustion chamber). 

Its reported speed is around Mach 2 if launched from a low altitude and up to Mach 3.2 if launched from high altitude. 
According to Chinese sources, the YJ-12 maximum range is around 380 kilometers (the distance varies depending on 
launch altitude) and its terminal attack altitude is 15 meters. Finally the missile would be about 6,3 meters long with a 
diameter below 0,756 meters. As we reported earlier, the PLAN is currently refitting its Project 956E Sovremennyy 
destroyers with the YJ-12A. The future Type 055 Destroyer may be fitted with this anti-ship missile as well. Source : 
Naval Recognition 

Boustead group to supply four mission ships to the Malaysian Navy  

Boustead Holdings Bhd's subsidiary Boustead Naval Shipyard Sdn Bhd (BN Shipyard) has received a non-binding letter 
of intent for the supply of four littoral mission ships for the Royal Malaysian Navy. In a filing with Bursa Malaysia on 
Friday, the conglomerate said the 82% owned subsidiary received the letter from the Defence Ministry on Oct 26. 
Boustead did not disclose the contract’s value. On Tuesday, Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Razak announced that 



Malaysia would buy four littoral (close to shore) mission ships from China for the Malaysian Navy, two of which would 
be built in China and the other two in Malaysia. 

 

Defence Minister Datuk Seri Hishammuddin Tun Hussein said the following day that construction of the ships would be 
a joint venture between BN Shipyard and China Shipbuilding and Offshore International Co Ltd. The ships are said to 
be a fast and agile type designed for various operations close to shore. The first ship is expected to be completed 
within 24 months of the contract signing. Hishammuddin was reported as saying that the allocation for the purchase 
was off-Budget, meaning that funding would come from the Malaysian Navy through savings achieved by its 15-5 
Armada Transformation Programme.  

This is a landmark purchase, as it marks the first time that Malaysia is buying military equipment from China. In April, 
it was reported that the Malaysian Navy expected to buy 18 littoral mission ships to strengthen the country’s maritime 
security. Besides the mission ships, the Navy will also receive six new littoral combat ships built by BN Shipyard, and 
worth RM9bil, between 2019 and 2023. Boustead said it would make further necessary announcements on the project 
in due course. Source : The Star 

The Navy's new spy plane will make Russia very, very nervous 

 

Photo Credit : U.S. Navy photo by Erik Hildebrandt 

NAVAL AIR STATION WHIDBEY ISLAND, Wash. — At first glance, the U.S. Navy’s new aircraft looks like nothing more 
than an airliner. That’s until you look under the wing of the P-8A Poseidon. Its pylons can carry some of the fleet’s 
most fearsome weapons, like the heat-seeking Sidewinder missile or the Harpoon anti-ship missile. It may be built on a 
Boeing 737 airframe, but make no mistake: the P-8A is a warplane.  

With the constant roar of EA-18G Growlers on the flight line beyond, the service unveiled its new training center for an 
aircraft that it views as a centerpiece of efforts to deter potential adversaries like Putin’s Russia. This state-of-the-art 
airplane supports not only the “pivot to the Pacific but the reoccurring and the re-emerging Russian threat in the 
Atlantic,” Rear Adm. Kyle Cozad, the head of the Patrol and Reconnaissance Group, told me in an interview. 



Unlike the venerable Boeing 737 it’s based upon, the P-8 isn’t meant to carry passengers between airports with in-
flight movies and beverage service. It’s built to hunt submarines. “The need for this aircraft is centered squarely 
around anti-submarine warfare and being able to provide a long-range quick reaction that nothing else in our Navy can 
provide,” said Cozad, a career P-3 Orion pilot whose early career was defined by Cold War missions against the 
Soviets. 

 “We’ve had a holiday from anti-submarine warfare as [the Navy] has been focused on non-traditional overland 
missions in Afghanistan and Iraq,” he said, making clear that this hiatus is now over. Cozad and other Pentagon 
leaders are increasingly concerned about Russia and China’s advanced submarines that can harass and even threaten 
American ships. 

Enter the P-8A. The service is purchasing over 100 P-8As to replace the aging P-3 fleet. Those fliers will be trained in 
the chess-match of submarine hunting at the new P-8A Fleet Training Center here, a 103,000-square-foot facility 
where crews learn to fly and operate the jet’s sophisticated surveillance systems, such as sono-buoys that ping the 
depths for subs. On my tour through the massive restricted facility, we saw the Weapons Tactics Trainers and full-
motion and stilt mounted Operational Flight Trainers. The entire fleet will be switched to the P-8A by 2020.  

Back on the tarmac, I climbed the stairs into the new P-8A and met Capt. Dave Whitehead, the skipper of Patrol 
Squadron 30. This is Whitehead’s jet and it is clear he is proud of it. A naval flight officer “with a few thousand hours” 
in the P-3, Whitehead says that the new jet is easier on crews — especially on long-haul missions. Comfort is an 
important function. “If you’re on a P-3 bouncing around and a lot of loud noise, your usefulness degrades through the 
course of a mission – not so much with the P-8,” Whitehead told me. “That helps with mission accomplishment and 
recognizing targets.”  

The P-8A has a roomy feel and a spacious layout. Looking rearward from the flight deck, a small airline-like seating 
area (with overhead bins) is on the starboard side and slightly behind that is a row of panels and single swivel seats. 
Those are the stations where NFOs manage radars, sono-buoys and more for tactical missions; each workstation is 
configurable. Behind the workstations are what look to be crates, but are in fact, sono-bouys to drop in the water to 
detect and track enemy subs.  

The P-8 program, from the new jets to the transition program, is an impressive one. It is also a clear message that the 
U.S. Navy is preparing to be ready to counter the submarine threat posed by countries like North Korea, Iran, China 
and Russia. Bringing these jets into the fleet is only the beginning. Their configurable systems, Whitehead said, allow it 
to keep “pace with rapidly evolving threats.” Source : The Navy Times 

No doubt that this is morale building ‘Comops’, it does give a basic overview for those who are not up to 
date with the West’s latest MPA. 

Damen to build rescue boats for International Organisation for Migration 

 

SAR 1906. Photo: Damen 



The Ankara, Turkey-based International Organisation for Migration has contracted Dutch shipbuilder Damen to 
supply six Search and Rescue (SAR) vessels with a delivery date set for 2017. The boats are being financed by the 
European Union and will be operated by the Turkish Coastguard (TURCG), to support the refugees and migrants 
rescue operations. Based on the Damen SAR 1906, the vessels will be built at Damen’s Turkish shipyard in Antalya 
with the delivery of the first two boats set for the first half of 2017. “These boats will be built in Turkey for Turkey,” 
said Damen’s Boran Bekbulat. 

Damen SAR 1906 is the result of a five-year R&D programme initiated by Damen in partnership with the Royal 
Netherlands Sea Rescue Institution (KNRM), Delft University of Technology and De Vries Lentsch Naval Architects. The 
SAR 1906 is an all-weather, self-righting vessel with an aluminium hull and a composite wheelhouse. The hull design is 
based on Damen’s Axe Bow technology, adapted for the specific operations of rescue boats. The boat has a top speed 
of 33+ knots, according to Damen. 

The vessels will be deployed by Turkish Coast Guard along Turkey’s coast line, giving assistance to refugees and 
migrants fleeing nearby conflict zones. The company noted that despite relatively compact design, the 19-metre SAR 
can carry up to 120 survivors. The delivery schedule calls for the first vessel to be delivered within 12 months of the 
contract signing. Damen said it plans to beat that by delivering the first in May next year and the second the following 
month. All six will be commissioned by the year end. Source : Naval Today 

Interestingly, what appeared to be a Damen (pos 3307!) axe-bow rescue craft entered Simon’s Town 
this morning. With the main migration route shifting to the Libyan coastline, this may have been a wiser 
option but I guess the message is clear and they will operate in Turkish waters. 

READER COMMENT 

1. The item about the drone that both flies and swims contained the interesting comment that 'radio waves break 
down in water'. I'm not sure that's true - their constituents are electric and magnetic fields, not chemicals - but they 
certainly don't go far in the sea. Witness the US Navy's multi-million dollar Cold War system under various code 
names, from Sanguine to ELF, to communicate with its submerged nuclear-armed submarines.  Frequencies close to 
that of our mains electricity supply were needed and then the radio waves spent most of their time propagating 
through what is known as the 'earth-ionosphere waveguide' before leaking into the sea.  It's a big ask, as I believe is 
the phrase of the moment. 

I guess the only current option is a very long length of very fine wire – very long and very unreliable if it 
has to meet weight and range requirements in the near future.  

2. The claim incident. Response should be: “You should have reported it immediately for us to do a blood check 
for alcohol content”.  

On a ‘gin cruise’ you should have little problem getting a reading! 

3. I agree with you regarding the German over Dutch flags. It is a very old and internationally recognized 
indication as you described. I wonder that the Dutch have not objected. The Americans follow the custom in a similar 
way by flying their State Flags inferior to their National Flag when they are on the same halyard. 

4. Very clearly we are not the only ones with problems. But the Yanks certainly do things ‘bigger and better’, 
including their foul ups. This is illustrated in the report attached below.  

The Navy's $4 billion stealth ship will not be getting its bespoke ammo. Defense News reports the Navy is cancelling 
plans for the Long Range Land-Attack Projectile over cost concerns. As it stands, the LRLAP - go ahead, try and 
pronounce that one - would cost about $800,000 to fire a single shot from its 155 mm/62 calibre Advanced Gun 
System. While the Navy is looking to find a replacement round for the DDG-1000 to fire, the cancellation means it's 
possible that the ship will enter service without ammo for its Advanced Gun System. 

Many thanks – the USN is having a number of problems with a variety of classes of vessels and this adds 
to their woes. 

TAILPIECE 

“Lost Nuke” Found off Haida Gwaii, Canada 

A Canadian diver swimming off Pitt Island near the Haida Gwaii archipelago, on Canada’s west coast, was looking for 
sea cucumbers, but didn’t find any. Instead, the diver, Sean Smyrichinsky, found a dummy nuclear bomb lost in a 



plane crash in 1950. As told to the Vancouver Sun, “I found this big thing underwater, huge, never seen anything like 
it before,” Smyrichinsky related from Cortes Island. “I came up telling all my buddies on the boat ‘Hey, I found a UFO. 
It’s really bizarre.’ And I drew a picture of it, because I didn’t have a camera.” 

A couple of days later he ran into some fishermen and told them about his discovery. “Nobody had ever seen it before 
or heard of it, (because) nobody ever dives there,” he said. “Then some old-timer said ‘Oh, you might have found that 
bomb.’” “That bomb” was a nuclear device that was dumped or exploded off the B.C. coast on Feb. 13, 1950, when an 
American B-36 bomber crashed while en route from Alaska to Texas. It was packed with lead – not plutonium – and 
TNT. 

What was the bomber doing flying around with a dummy nuclear bomb? The Royal Aviation Museum of Western 
Canada picks up the story: In February 1950, during the early years of the Cold War, a U.S. B-36B bomber carrying an 
inactive Mark 4 atomic bomb left an air base in Alaska for a simulated drop on San Francisco. The bomb was blimp-like 
in its design – 3.25 meters long (10 feet) and 1.5 meters wide. It weighed 5 tons. The U.S. manufactured 550 of them 
between 1949 and 1953. 

The bomber was caught in bad weather and its wings began to ice up. Three of its six engines caught on fire. The 
dummy nuke was dropped over the Pacific. The crew of seventeen parachuted over Princess Royal Island, off the 
Northern B.C. coast. Five men did not survive. The plane was set on autopilot and directed to crash into the Pacific. 
Instead it turned north and crashed near Mt. Kologet in the British Columbia’s Kispiox Valley. 

The dummy nuke was lost until apparently being found by Sean Smyrichinsky. The Mark 4 atomic bomb was very 
similar to the Mark 3, also known as “Fat Man” which was detonated over the Japanese city of Nagasaki in 1945, killing 
an estimated 39,000–80,000 people. Source : The Old Salts Blog 

AGS 

PS – Tomorrow morning at 0830 RFA Gold Rover will sail from Simon’s Town for the last time. She will 

be suitably decorated and thus a good photo opportunity. After three months in support of HMS Portland 
(which departed on the morning of Sunday 6 November) in the South Atlantic she will be going home for 

decommissioning and, with her sister RFA Black Rover,  probably sold for scrap.  

She has become a regular visitor to Simon’s Town and we will miss her. 


